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parametera .re in,ufficl.nt for m.teri.l atr.ngth ch.racter-
i.atlon, if acceleration. c.nnot be nagl.cted. Any atudy
to deteraine aignlficant and nece.aary beaic propertie. of
.. terlala muat, therefore, include the deteraination of
the effect of acceleration. on ..teci.l praperti•••
the effect of accelerationa on ..teeial prepartie. and to
develop procedurea for _ ...... ing u... propertiea.
A apeeial centrifuge t.atinq d.vic. he. be.n d ••igned.
conatructed and c.libratad foe thia atudy. In thi. device
accelerationa can be ch.nged .t will. A VlDAR-5404-
Teletype writer with printed page and punched tape record
w.a employed a' the data recording .yatea.
Three materi.l. were .tudied, an .aph.ltic aix (bound),
• coll.aionleaa ..,U (unbound), and a colleelve aoU (electro-
~iii
Tria~ial compr~ssion tests on sheet-asphslt samples
reveal that both strenqth parameters, C and ~, decrease as
accelerations are increased (qreater than lq). Par~eters
(c snd t) obtained from hollow cylinder testS are Sccn to
be higher than the corrcspondinq valu~s obtsined from th~
tria~ial t~Sts. A f~w t~sts were conducted on dry sand for
comparisons. Then samples show that for a qiv~n confining
pr~ssure accelerations may d~cr~as~ the void ratio. Tri~
axial compr~ssion tests on this dry cohesion less soil show
a sliqht initial increase in shear strenqth with accelera-
tions. A f~w unconfined compression tests were also con-
ducted on a compacted coh~sive soil. These indicate that
the cohesion parameter, c, appears to decrease slightly as
acc~l~rations are increased (qreater than 19).
INTRODUCTION
Although h~rd-~on experience h_s wrought somo modi-
fications in the planning of roods snd sirport run~ays,the
structural designs for building them are much tho Same as
those used in yesteryear's carriage ways. This assumes
that the loading is static that the only thing that
counts is the desd weight of the vehicle. Yet once a
plane, truck, or car stsrts moving, its motion sets up
a very different situation in the pavement.
If one considers a point in a pavement ahead of a vehi-
cle, the polnt begins to ~ve even before the vehicle gets
there, responding to the energy wave generated by tho
vehicle. Generally the point ahead will first be subjected
to compressive loadings. Then, with the passage of the
vehicle, there ~ill be tensile stress. Certainly, this is
nO static problem. Moreover, secondary waves and surface
waves ~ill be generated in the vicinity of the vehicle.
Thus, conslderable energy i. transmitted in all
directions from a vehicle moving on a pavement. This energy
produces _ccoler_tions _nd the loading on the pavement


























BACKGROUND AND SIG~IFICANCE OF WORK
Ac~epting the ~oncept that streSs is a ~easure of the
transfer of forces through a body, at any point within s
body, the equations of motion are (Harr, 19"):
••
• • ..., ''l
- r • Q
where 0 denotes the normal stress, , the shear streSs and
",v,w
tions
are the displacements, and ax' ay , a z
in the x,y,z directions, respectively.
tt>e accelera-
r is the unit
weigt>t of the material under consideration, and Q ia the
maas unit weigt>t (Q. rig). Theae expreasions are valid
irrespective of ~aterial, they require only the validity of
Newton's second law of motion (F. mal. As theae expres-
siona contain 9 unknowna (3 unknown normal streaaea, 3
unknown ahearing atressea, and 3 unknown displacements) in
3 eguationa, the resulting syste~ is seen to be
•indet.erminate. Th"t i8, at least 6 mere independent exprea-
sions relating thea.. unknown. ue needed to render the
system solvable.
To achieve a balance between unknowns and equations
for the "ystem in E'ln". (I). recours" must be "",de to further
...sumption•. Generally, thes.. assumptions are predicted
10•• On the observed action of materials to load than on
whether "he resulting equation. ~ be solved in the
mathematical _enSe. for example, in the cla... ieal theory
of elasticity, recOurS.. is made to the definition of the
goometric theory of _train and the ....umption of .. linear
and homoqeneous relationship between the _traina and .tro••-
es (Hooke'. law). In addition, after pleading isotropy
which reduces the 36 parametera (el ...."i" properties) to 2,
the developed pArameters (E and ~) are also taken to be
independent of time and to extend their validity to collec-
tions of points, or to bodies. In theories of plasticity
and viscoelasticity similar relations are instituted in
terms of rates or expressiona are introduced at limitinq
conditions.
At limitinq equilibrium (an assumption that restricts
consideration to equilibrium conditions to beinq, hypo-
thetically JUSt at the verqe of failure), the riqht hand
terms of Eqns. (1), ~ax' pay, ~az' vanish and the imbalance
reducos to 6 unknowns in J equations. Pleadinq qeocnetrical
license, further simplifications follO'o' upon the
,introduction of ~ 'condition" of plane strain or upon
simply ignoring the existence of one of the three spatial
di~nsions. Either as.~ption when c~incd with that
of limiting equilibri~ will then render the three equa-








Expre.siona (2) indicate that the .y.t~ i. now re-
ducod to three unknowns in 0"'0 equations. Should another
independent expres.ion exist that could relate the throe
stresses in a unique way, the resulting system would thon
be statically determinate. The third equ"tion is genen.Iiy
provided by the Mohr·Coulomb -strength" relationship •




which, in turn, contains the two -strength" parameters; c
and ~. Equations (2) and (3) provide the bulk of the
theoretical framework for stability inveatiqatione into
the struotural adequacy of aqqreqate ~teri.l. (e.q. soils
and aaphalt ",i"es) .
TO ren<l"r Eqn•. (2) and (3) in non-di ....ndon.l for",_





















































,T~e tO~Qgoing demonstrated several pres~ppoaitions
into the ..pproach of assessing th<! ade,!","cy of """tcrhh.
TO summari%e: it ~a. assumed that lal plane strain pre~
",ailed, (1)) tt>e system was in equilibrium, Ie) point-wi...
attributes could be extended to bodi ..s, and (d) the den-
aity of the """terials was an invariant with time. The
two ~r~ter. c and ~ were isolated after invoking the
"bove po8t.u1<ltes." Should field condition. exist which
do not deviate greatly from these, it ~qht be expected that
the two parameters would serve well to designate the
adequaci"s of de.ign •. In particular an element in ..
highway, during the p......ge of a vehicle. h not ;enerally
in plane strain, and cliaplays considerable change_ in v810-
city and in vOl"me with time. Hence. it should nOt be
expected that thes" tWO parameters alone will be adoquate
to tho task. This thesis addresses the questions of what
additional properties ~ight be needed, their effect and
how their measure might be obtained.
1\8 previou.. ly noted, Equations (2 and 3l indicated
that if accelerations are ignored. the parameters c and
~ and y were ..ufficient to characterize a material a .. a
balance wa.. achieved between equations and unknown... If
the accelerations can not be neglected, they would take
the form:
• Although in conventional testieg c and ~ ara &Ometime..





































,T~ twofold objectives of this ~csearch are. there-
fore, to determine significant and nece.sary basic proper-
ties of materials and to develop laboratory procedures
for measuring these properties.
llEVI.EW CW I.ITEaATUU
DeYelop!!nt of Technique tor Variation ot
grayity variational techniques vhich haye bean uaed in
tool, it waa used either to take into account the body
forcea or to study model-prototype relationshipa. The
employing a eentrituqe, to ~ot.rmin. the .ftects ot
acc.lorationa On strength and Yol~. chang. properties
of ..... t.riala.
Centrifuge Method
B~ky (1931) discus..d the ule ot o.ntrifugal models
the pri""iple of centrifuge ust!ng toU"",s,
If in the -odel. the pull ot grsyity ot each
part can be in"reased in the _ proporuO<I as
the linear ."ale i. decreased, then the ""it
Stres. at si&ilar pointS in thai ...sal and. proto-
type wHI be the _. and. t!>& diaplac_nt or
deflecti... of any point in the -odel "ill
represent to scale the displaoe~nt of the
correspondinq point in the prototype.
l:n this p,oper of Bucky (1931), tWO e"peri_nts were
described that verified the theory by testlnq small
rectanqular beams of various ~terials.
Bucky et al (1935) described the centrifuqal method
of testinq combined with the phOtoelsstic method of stross
measurement. This combined method opened a new field
which led to the study of heavy structures by modelinq.
Pokrovsky and fedorov (1936) studied soil problems
by means of modelinq with the aid of centrifuqe. The
problems studied were the stability of slopes in earth
banks and in cuts and the distribution of pressures
under foundations. Results of model and theory were
compared with field "",asurements. Similar appsratus WaS
used for determination of pressure on culvert pipes.
Model and field experimental results were also compared
found to be in close agrearnent.
Panke (952) investiqated structures in which strains
of significant ~qnitude are produced by their own weiqht.
This was thouqht to be applicable to the desiqn of mine
openinqs and to the study of some ground-control problems.
In the previous applications of centrifuqal testinq
by other investiqatora (Bucky 1931, Bucky ot al 1935)
tho models usually were tested to failure, and the
"analysis was ~ade fr~ the type of break produced. The
models were teated of the 'arne ~terials .a the proto-
type, and the test results were applied only to particu-
lar prototype represented by the model. Deflections
were measured from t~ photographs of the rotatIng model,
but no meanS waS employed either to determine the actual
distribution of atro•• in the model or to determine
quantitatively the degree of reattainr impo&ed on the
enda of the loaded model beam, i.e" to determine whether
the loaded model behaves .s a beam with rigidly fixed
ends or .s some other type of beam.
The centrifugal-tearing apparatus deSigned by panke
(1952) was unique in that it lncorporated the us. ot
realsrance gages to measure directly the strains in a
rotating model without testinq it to failure. The
apparatus h~ a desiqn radius of rotation of 2 ft. with
a maximum speed of rotation of 2,000 r.p.m •• With this
apparatus it was possible to determine the state of strain,
and thus boundary conditions, in a rotstinq model weiqh-
~nq up to 90 Ibs. A model, in this spparatus, could be
subjected to a centrifuqal force up to about 2,600 times
the force of qravity.
Rambosek (1964) conducted experiments by loading a
two-dimensional photoelastic model which simulated a thin
slice throuqh an open pit. Thie was not possible by the
































"~el scale factor. To develop this technique
pLAne section ~els of cuttin~s ~ere testsd.
Saturated kaolin clay was consolidated from twice
the liquid limit into block specimens. The blocks
were tri~ aa cutting section ~el•• placed in
a strong box On a centrifuge, accelerated and
flooded with water. External operation of a
valve and drainage of water produced sudden draw-
down. failure of the cutting slope was observed
visually with atroboscoplc illumination and
flash photography.
Mik••a at &1 (1969) developed a centrifugal apparatus
to teat the arability of model slopes under the same
atress conditions as the prototype. The model container
couLd be put ~n a centrifugal accelerarion field of 2009,
and could be inclined through r 16.7 degrees during
rotation, ~i..n-Y&m4 Rockfill Dam, 90 meter in height,
was examined by this apparatus both for earthquake and
for rapid drawdown conditiona, The test results were
then compared with the result of conventional stability
calculation. Among Mikasa's conclusions is the following,
The centrifugsl test method waa proved to be
useful for investigating the failure conditions
of slopes, and for getting the relations between
the strength parameters from the shear test and
the strangth of a soil mass under the stress
condition similar to the prototype dam.
Lyndon and Schofield (1970) reported the extension
of Avgherinos and Schofields centrifuge model test results,
These tests were performed in order to study the short-
term stability Of excavations in stiff fissured London
clay. ~o definite conclusion was drawn from these teStS.
T~e Maneuvers of Aircraft
Johnson et sl (1969) worked wit~ a different tec~­
niquo of gravity variation by flying the test container
1n an aircraft through carefully controlled maneuvers to
aimulate 0.17, 0.38, and 2.S ti~s terrestrial gravity.
An experimental investigation waa conducted to determine
the effects Of varying gravity and atmospheric pressure
on the si~e of small exploaion craters formed in cohesion-
l"u und. It was concluded that both ..ravity and
atmoap~eric pressure, when varied, will lead to signifi-
cant c~anges in crater dimensions. The ratio of crater
diameters was inversely proparationsl to the ratio of
..ravities to the power n, where n increased .s the depth
of bur.t of the explodve increases. In other words,
if mobili~ed strength was assumed to be some function
of crater diameter then it could be concluded th.t strength
increased with acceleration fields.
Field Acceler.tions
At the present time there exiats no reli.ble me.aure-
menta of the acceler.tions a hi ..hway p.vement experiences
durin.. the p.s....e of • vehicle. Recent tests conducted
at Kirtland Air Force Base (Boyer, 1972} on runway. indi-
cated p.vement .cceler.tions may he as high .s 2.9...
Some information is alao available in the literature for
some other structures.
It ~as been obaerved thst earthquakes may ~auSe
vertical accelerations of the surface of the 9round On
the order of 1.3g (Lambe and Whitman, 1969; seed and
Idrias, 19711. Recorded accelerations of lIOil ~lose to
hammer foundations have values of the order of 1.7 to
2.0g (Barkan, 1960). Some testa conducted by NASA (Lee
and S~~cffel, 1965) On runways indicate cockpit accelera-
tiOn may be On the order of 1.4g. Accelerations up to
1.679 were measured in tire pressures during the AASHO
ROad Teat lHRa Special Report 61 under normal conditions
and 2.4g maximum when the vehicle dropped from a prepared
ramp. Recogni2ing that inherently greater roughness may
exist in highway pavementS than airfield runways because
of the greater number of joints and the greater curling
and warping of these pavelllentS, it is nOt unre..sonable
to expect that relatively high ..ccelerations may exist
On highway pavements, at critical times, upon the passage
of a lIIuHi-wheeled trw;:k.
Hollow Cylinder Ten Techniques <U\d
Their Development
!lollow cylinder test, unlike the conventional solid
cylinder test is truly triaxial in n.. ture. On one hand it
providea the means of providing v..ri .. tions in the three
principal atresses On the ot~er it provides a closer
definition of stresa boc..use its ..rea of croas section
being small. Detail& of hollow cylinde~ teats a~c re-
viewed because it is ~ cemp8~atively new technique in
",ste~ial testing methods.
Ki~kpat~ick (19~7l pc~fo~lIlOd the hollow cylinder
teats on sand. The teSt was conducted by first setting
tho outside fluid pressure and then slowly inc~easinq the
inside fluid pr,;,ssure until failu~e occur~ed. The axial
st~csSes we~e calculated by knowin'l the outside and in-
side pressures at failure. The analysis of his teSt
~esults demonstrated the yield aurfsce to be the hexagonal
py~amid beinq consistent with the Moh~-CouLonb c~ite~ion.
saaed on the comparison of hollow and solid cylinde~
testinqa Kirkpatrick also indicated that hollow cylinde~s
produced sliqhtly 'lreater " value than the solid cylinder.
Whitman and Luscher (1962) conducted testS with the
hollow-cylinder device similar to Kirkpatrick. They
verified expe~imentally the caae when failu~e is brought
about by increaain'l the outaide presau~e. Back-calculat-
inq f~om teat results with different sand densities and
sample geometry they found the plot of the calculated "
values versus pressure ratios to fallon the ssme
st~aiqht line. "values obtained f~om hollow cylindera
we~e found to excs~ the valuea from solid cylinder test-





























A gravitational force equal to "'g, directed normal to
tna oarth surface, acts on all bodies at the surface, where
'" is the mass of the body and 9 ia approximately )2.2 ftl
sec 2 . When a body is placed in a centrifuge and rotated
an additional force ia generated equal to mV2/r. where V
ia the velocity of rotation and r the radiua of the path.
The centrifugal force acta in the radial direction, away
from the center of rotation. The ratio K of the centri-
fugal force to the force of gravity is
, . p,
where n is the number of revolutions per minute. The ratio
of acceleration experienced by the body while in the








































A c~ntrifug~ testing device waa conatructed aa shown
achematically in riga. 2 and 3. The ~terial apecimen
container ia attached at one end of tho arm and balancing
counter ",eighta at the other. The arm rotates in hori-
zont"l plane. Thc container and the counter",eighta are
pinned to the arm and hence hang in the direction of the
resultant of the gravity and centrifugal forcea, rig. 1.
some apecificationa of thia "pparatua are a~ri.ed in
Table 1.
Table 1. Specifications of Apparat",a
Specimen container Cylindrical hollO'" alaminum
cylinder 5 inohe. high and
)-1/2 inchea internal dia-
meter (detail. are .ho~ in
riq. 4)
Radiua of rotatiOn 41.00 inchea (to the mid-
heiqht of the container)
Rate of rotation 300 rpm, ..ax.
~xi..um og • 104 9 (where "9"
ia the acceleration of
gravity)
Motor for centrifug8 1672 KW, 1720 RPM
rotation
MotOr to drive lead acrew 27 V, DC, 250 RPM
The centrifuge waa powered by a 2 horaepo"'er electric
motor uaing a V-belt and pulley drive. The apeed of the














FIGURE :5 DETAIL.S OF LOADING ASSEMBl.Y.
"
FIGURE 4 OETAIL.S OF SPECIMEN CONTAINER.
by a transformer. The speed of rotation was obtained
throuqh a c"", operated switch.
Confining pressure application arrangement consiated
of tWO gaa tanka. One t ..nk (the ""'aller of the two) was
attached at tho tOp of central plate above rotating armS.
The aecond cylinder {the bigger of the two} wae connected
to the centrifuqe throuqh a rotary joint (Fig. 2). In
triaxi.. l teatinq only the aecond qas tsnk waa ueed for
applying confininq preasures to material apeciman. Both
tanka were utilired in hollow cylinder teats, the in-
ternai pre..ure waa applied by the bi9ger qaa tank and
extern.. l preasure by the smaller one.
An axial load could be applied to the apecimen throu9h
a )00 Ibs. capacity load cell cont.. ining a four-arm bonded
strain gage bridge. with all connectiona made at the
min~um streaa points. The compression of the sample waa
monitored by a linear displacement potentiometer, whose
end pointa are at 10 volts potential difference.
Load application on the specimen wu achieved by
atrain control throuqh the uae of a lead acrew and worm
gear asaembly driven by a 27 volts DC motor. The specimen
is houaed inside an alUlllinum cylindrical ahell., which is
in turn fixed to a pin (Fi9S. 5 and 6) of the arm so aa
to han9 freely in the direction of the reaultant of
9ravity and the centrifugal force.
FIGURE 5 aNTRlfUGE S£T UP.
"
FI~ 6 DETALS OF LOADING ASSEMBLY.
"
"All ,ignal1 f~om the rotating parta were taken O~t
through the dip ri,,,,.. Thea. are telf-contained unita,
In which the brutl> •••ernbly ia supported by ahieided ball
bearings on a hollow-alip ring shaft. The entire a.sembly
slide. Over the ahaft of tbe ~.t device and ia held in
place with lOcking screW'. The leads were run through
the vertical hollow ahaft of the teat device.
VIDAR-S404-Teletypewriter with printed page and
punched tape record provided the dara recording ay.rem
(Fig. 1). The integrating digital voltmeter me••urea
OC voltage. Tht, ,ignal ia ~••ured by converting it to
• frequency and counting the frequency for a known period
of time. Thv' the COunter provided the Integral of input
voltage. The integration period ia 100 m aec. Following
an exte~nal commands it can make ~p to 9 readings per
second. Witho~t external commands it displsys control
limits speed to 2 readin~s per second.
Materials Used in the Study
It ~aS the Objective of this research to investigate
a wide range of materials' asphaltic mixes (boond),
cohesion less soils (~nbound), and cohesive soils (electro-
chemical bonding). Therefore, three series of tests were
cond~cted each using different ~terial.
FIGURE 7 RECOROING ANO CONTROL D£VICES.
"
Asphalti(: Mix
A sheet-asphalt ",ixt",r" ....a. "sed for the first .eries
of testa performed in this study. The test properties
of the asphalt ce"",nt and aggregates used in the mixture
are given belo.....
The a.phalt cement used ....as of ASTM penetration grade
60-70. Standard ASTM tests indicated a penetration
(100 gm" •• S sec. at 77"Y) of 64 and a .pecific gravity
at 77"Y of 1.024. The asphalt content used in the mixture
....as 9.0 percent by weight of aggregate as was fo"nd
previou"ly to be optimum by woed (19S6).
The aggregate used was a natural material obtained
10(:ally. The sieve analysis of the chosen gradation is
given in Table 2.
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FIGURE 8 MOLO ASS£M8LY FOR SHEET-ASPHALT
SAMPLES.
"
of the aqqreqate were proportioned a. wa. the calculated
quantity of 60-70 penetration a.phalt cement. After pre-
heating both aggreqate and a.phalt to 300"r for 1 hour,
th...pecim<>n wa. placed in the .pHt mold in three layera
and each layer tamped 30 blow.. When rodding Wa. c~plete
the plunger w". fitted into the mold and thi. a ••emoly
wa. then placed in a hydraulic compaction device. A
l~d wa. applied gradually until the compacted length
of .pecimen reached 2.25 inche.. The llIold wa. then turned
upside dOwn and the procedur.. repeated to reach .. sp..cimon
of 2 inche. height.
The hollo'" cylindrical specimen., 3 inch". high
having l.5-inch external and 0.5-inch internal diameter.,
were made of thc .arne eompo.ition of .heet a.phalt and
were compacted to the Same den.ity a. the .olid cylindri-
cal te.t .peeimens. The procedure for the preparation
of th"se .p"cimen. wa. th" .arne a. that for .olid cylindri-
cal .p"cimcn. "'ith the fOllowing modification.. The ba.e
plate for the mold wa. fitted "'ith a .teel rod 0.5-inch
in diameter and 4 1/2 inche. long. A 0.5-inch diallleter
hole "'a. prOVided in th" center of the plunger to receive
the .teel rod of the ba.e plate. The mold and a ••embly
are .hown in rig. 9. After compaction, the .peciman wa.
left re.ting on the base plate with the 0.5-inch diameter
rod pa••ing through it. After the .peciman had cooled,
the plunger ",a. removed.
FIGURE 9 MOLD ASSEM8L.Y FOR HOLL.OW CYL.INORICAL.
SHEET ASPHALT SAMPLES.
Cylindrical sand samples, 1 1/2 inch in diameter and
3 inches high were prepared for triaxial compression teats.
compacted in this mold. The ..nd was placed in three
layers and each layer tamped 25 blows. After the sample
had b8en levelled, capped and sealed, suction (-0.35 kg/cm2)
was applied to give the sample sufficient strength to stand
while the dimensions were measured and the cell ass~led
in the centrifuge device. The speci""!n and the anembly
are shown in figure 10.
Compacted CLay samples
About 3000 grams of grundite were mixed with the
required amount of water (to produce a water content of
21\) for about 30 minutes in the "Liquid-Solids twin shell
blender" supplied by the Pstterson-Kelley company. The
mixed soil was stored for two weeks in an air-tight
container to permit an equilibrium water content diatri-
bution.
A compaction mold having a I-inch inside diamater
and a 2-inch height, and six extension pieces was used to
prepare the ....pIe (fig. 11). The extendon pieces
permitted compaction in aix stages, by alternatively
compacting both top and bottom. until the required height
"FIGURE 10 ASSEMBLY FOR CYLINDRICAL SAND SAMP1..ES.
FIGURE I' COMPACTION MOLD FOR a....v SAMPLES.
of 2 inchea waa reached. The heighta of the extenaion
piecea were 1/16",1/8",3/16",1/4",3/8" and 1", Two
extenaion piecea were uaed at each atage, one at the top
of the nold and the other at the botton. The net amount
of compaction done "aa the difference in thickneaa of the
extenaion pieces. Sinilar method of conpaction waa uaed
by Sridharan (1968).
A hydraulically cOntrOlled loading device waa uaed to
co:npact the a""'ple ataticaUy. Static compaction method
waa aelected becauae it yielda the =ost uniform apeoimana
(~u and Olaon. 1971). Aa the load waa released, an
elaatic rebound of approxinately 1/32-inch occurred at
the top and bottom of the a"",ple, thia waa trimmed away
carefully with a very fine straight edge. Thia trimming
alao removed the highly atreaaed portion of the aample
at the top and bottom enda. The aample waa then extruded
carefully from the mold, wrapped 1n polyethylene baga
and aealed by dipped into the wax. The aealed eample waa
then atored in a humid ch~r before teeting, The molded
unit weight of compaoted aamplea waa 2.14 gm/cm3 ,
Teatinq procedure
Firat, the field loading conditions will be dia-
cuaaed. Following thie ettention will be directed to
laboratory testing procedures.
"rield Loadin"
Vehicles traversing a pave~nt i~part ener"y to it
in a complicated manner. Consider three elements in a
pavement system at the same tranSverSe location, designated
1:1 (1.1, 2, 3) in Fiq"re 12 corre.pondln" to eh" actiOn
of vehicles ~vin9 in the 10n91tu<l1n81 direction {three
produce very much different acceler-
positions Pj' j_i, 2,
vohicle position will
J are shown in the figure 12. Each
ation fields in the vicinity of the ele~nt8, dependinq
upon their relative positlons. For e~ample, for element
£2' with the vehicle at position Pl , the resulting accelera-
tion vector ia primarily oriented in the positive x-
direction. When directly over "2 (not shown) the accelera-
tion of £2 would ~.t likely be primarily vertical. The
action of the element at E2 with the vehicle at position
P3 depends nOt only on the enerqy transmitted to it direct-
ly from the vehicle at that position but also that previ-
ously inherited. for a vehicle at position P2' the water
becomea even more muddy.
fiqure 13 shows an acceleration-time record of a point
on an airport pavement durinq the passaqe of a 80einq 727
(Boyer, 1972). The plane was ~inq at approximately 25
mph. An accelerometer was palced 2.5 ft. from the center
It is noted that the point was first
subjected to compreSSive loadinq (alonq a-b), Then, with
the paasaqe of the vehicle, tensile stresses were observed
,,",,"'" ""' r", ell "II"! ("
'" n, n"" '''''t'' ",' \I" ,,,,, "



























(alon9 b-c). It is believed a similar pattern of accelera-
tion would be expected at a point on a hi9hway pavement
durin9 the pass'ge of a vehicle.
Consider next a number of vehicles imp&rtin9 cner9Y
to a point On a hi9hway pavement. If a seriea of theae
vehiclea move cloa, ,nou9h to each othe~ the p~ttern of
tho acceleration-time record ~u1d demonstrate tho super-
position of the individual responses, Fi9' 14(a). In
this figure a 1 1 b1 , a 2 • b2 , a J J b) an
represent the accelerations eorrespondin9 to
passage of each of n vehicles. In Fi9' 14 (b) the solid
curve represents the overall acoeleration pattern, obtained
by joinin9 the peaks of the superimpo.ed individual
accelerations; 1 throu9h nl • In the latter fi9ure, a 1 1 n1
b
n
shows the acceleration-time record for a stream of
vehicles. b
n
l' n2 b~ shows tho acceleration - time record
for a subsequent stream. The first stream of vehiclea hsd
n 1 number of vehicles and second stream of vehicles had n2
vehicles. An acceleration - time record such as a l 1 n
can be desi9nated as a pattern of "uniform acceleratio~·.
One such as the curve representln9 a l 1 n 1 bn l' n2
called "periodic acceleration". TWO different labor~tory
test proceduree, one for uniform acceleration and anOther
for periodic aoceleArtion will, therefore, be required
to model vehicular action repreaentin9 these anticipated
field oonditions.











a) Sheet-Asphalt Samples, Triaxial "olDpICe••ion and
hollow cylinder teata were conducted on ••phalt cylindrical
.""ples at different temperature and acceleration fieldS.
Before the start;. of th" test the cell and the displace-
meRt meter were calibrated. Temperature of the testinq
chamber (room) could be maintained between 22·C and 45"C.
Some variation in tamperelour.. w.o. noted within the roo:n,
but. in general, this variation was Ie •• than 1 O.S"C from
the average temperature at the point of measurement. For
test temperatures higher than 45"C the ••phalt ••mple w,o.
kept in a water bath at the desired constant temperature
for 48 hours before the teat. Atter a period of 48 hours
the umple wa .. taken out, wrapped with rubber .".m-
brane, placed inside the specimen container and the cell
assembled. The specimen container ~aa then fixed to the
pin on the "rln of the centrifuge. The desired confining
pressure ~as then applied On the spocimen. The centrifuge
was rotated and the apeed ~aa alowly increased. When the
desired rotational spo&d (achieved in apptoKimateiy 15
seconda) ~aa attained the loading operation (axiai) ~aa
sta4ted until aample failure ~as registeted. Thia ~ill be
called failure strength under uniform acceleration field.
Temperature measurementa of the aamplea after the teSt
indicate a maximum drop of I·C.
A p!~icdie aeeala~ation fiald waa achiaved by fi~at
increaain9 the ~otational apead of cant~ifU9a to the
aaired level (in Ie.. t.b&n 15 ..conda) and then brinqinq
the apeecl to aa~o laval lin about Aflotbe~ 15 _conda).
Thia operation .Aa repeAted let the ~ace of 2 c~) durinq
tbe l<>A4inq (axial) pe~iocl of tbe ,_pIa. The fail=e
lOAd VAA inuot>4ed to ~epra...nt the affact of periodic (2
cpal Accela~ation On the atrenqth of taA~ &&apIa.
In t~iaxial coapre"ion ta't' the confinin.. p~a,aure
." applied by ..a, p~ea,u~e r~oa tbe la~...~ ..a, cylinde~
(..ntioned p~eviou'ly in tha ,ubaaction Appa~atu'l and
tailure va, ~~ouqht by inc~eaainq tha aaial lQad. In the
hollow cylinde~ teata, outaide confininq p~eaa=e (applied
I~Oft the 'm&lle~ ..aa cylinde~) va, maintained constant and
railu~e vaa brou..ht by incraaain.. the inside p~e"ure
(applied by cont~ol, from ler..ar ..,a cylinder).
Friction between the enda of the apecimen and the
~i.. id end capa neceaaary to transmit the axial load re·
atricta l.te~al deformation adjacent to theae surfacea.
Thi, lead. to a departure from the eOndition of unilarm
't~e" and .t~ain. Teata indicAta that no ,iqnificant
errO~ OCC\l~' in tha atrenqth ..aau~_nt, p~oyl.ded that
the ratio of lenqth to dixmeter ia about 2 (siabop and
Kankel, 1"', and Duncan and S&ed, l"ll. '\II"t.her, if the
di_t.~a of tbe lubricauod elWl plate' are lar9a~ than the
apecJ..an, it .ill ~educa tbe ......unifo..-.ity in atraaa ..nd
..
~train (Rowe and Barden. 19~4, and Kirkpatrick and
Ilelst>aw, 1968). In the tria"ial teats that were eon<!uct<td.
during this inve.tigarion, the length to diameter ratio
we. alway. greater tllan 2 and the diameter of the top
loading cap wee 0.15 inch more than of the epec:imen.
Kence it ia felt that homogeneous arte•• and attain condi-
tiona within the specimen can be reasonably •••umed for
tllea.. teata and no e1gnifi"ant error occured in the
strength "",,,aurement.. The devi"tor arreu was calculated
in thea. circum.rancea on the baaie of the average cro••-
sectional <Uea (Bishop "nd Henkel, 19641.
b) Samples of Coheaionl••• Soil: Effect of accelera-
tion on volume change properriea of .and was measured by
placing .. given weight (458.6 qm) of dry ••nd in .. plexi-
91••• cylinder (9.2-cm lengtll. and 6.J-cm diameter). Tll.e
Il.eigll.t of fall of the sand (during placement inside the
cylinder) was kept cOnStant (about 1.00 inch) by pouring
it through a funnel. This plexiglass cylinder. filled
with dry sand. was then put inside the specimen container.
The specimen container was then fixed to the pin On the
arm of the centrifuge. The change in volume of sand waa
obtained by measuring tll.e change in height of the soil
column inside the cylinder after the sand was subjected
to an acceleration for a period of 5 minutes.
The effect of confining pressure on the volume change
dus to the induced accelerations waS dete~ined by
"'ubj.ctin~ the (above mentioned) ••nd column ~ vacuum
con!in..... t o.Core and during t~ t1.. it ..e. lubjlCtad to
acceleration {ielda. The pllc...nt dan.ity at tiro confine~
..nt val 1.60 9.;<:.2 Ie. 0.65).
TellKial cc.pr•••ion telta ~r. performed 00 1.5 inch
d1--.tl' ~ J.G-inch high (1.0."1. dry, .-nd. cyl~driC'l
_aapl.,. 'or each tel" confining pr applied by
VICU.... n.. .~c~ .... lubjlcted to ace_letltial> fielda
in tha c_uif..... and. Cailure .... hrou9bt ab<:oat by in-
cr••'in9 ~ Ixial load.
cl C<*pacud ~he.iv. soil .....pl•• ' T'he 'pe<;~n.
iny••ti9'~ in ~i. phea. of the .rudy wetl liait.d to
unconfined co-pr•••ion (uni~i.ll tl'''1 of c~ct.d clay
cylinder' tV. 2.14 gm/cml ).
SOforl the Itlrt of the t ••" the 10&4 cIll and the
dilplaClment motl' "e'e calibrated. The •••114 compacted
lampl. .... take.. Out and the endl of the .,=pla "ete
lubeic'~ed wi~h .ilicon. ge..... TWo thin e~bbee =embrane•
•ap.e.~ed by • l'yee of gra••e vera k.pt be~w••n the end
pl.~an••nd .sapla .urfac., .nd • l.y.e of gr w••
applied ~o the pl.tan .urf..... Th~. ~hc.. l.y of
silicona graa.. and tWO _rana' ..par.ted the and. of
the lallf'le fr_ t.he end pl.tan.. Thil enlured ",,-an_.
lue" and .train condi~ionl within the -...pIe during ~I>a
te.t (JoWa end aarden. 19'~: Duncan and Sled. 1967, and
Kirlr.pauick and Bel.haw. 1951). The .sapla w.. tban placed
in.We the .pac"'n cOfltli_e and Ula cell ••..-bled.
..
The specimen con~ainer was fi~ed to the pin on the arm
of the centrif~~e. The centrifuq8 wee then rotated end
the speed wae incre••ed. When the desired rotational
speed was attained the loadinq (axial) operation we.
etarted until .ample failure we. reqiatered. Water con-
tent Of the sample after failure we. then recorded.
..
T£ST RESULTS
This section .u~rize. observed teat data and
co~put.tions. The .ection ia divided into sub-sections
related to each major area of study.
Sand·Aaphalt Samples
The compacted .ped......n. "ere "eighed to the nanaat
one-hundredth of a gram and the diameter and height
determined .a an average of at leaat three measurements.
All linear measurements ..ere made to the neareat one
hundredth of a centi..... ter. Thea. measurements provided
the initial height and vol~ value. of the apecimen upon
which all computations were baaed.
Denaiti.a of sand-asphalt .amples were recorded beth
before and after they were subjected to acceleration
fields in the centrifuge. ror all practical purpose. the
change in density with acceleration waa negligible.
Stre••~Str.in Relation.hip.
Lo~a were applied to the .pecimen by a atrain con-
trolled method. Pr"liminary teaU indicated that volume
chanqea occurred under load to a~h a deqree that an
adjuauoent of the .pecimen area wa. required for the
"computation of applied etraa'. Thia adjuatment wa. made
on the 8.8umption that even thouqh the apecimen changed
volume it would retain a uniform cylindrical shape.
Typical atre,a-attain curves are illustrated in
rigure IS for One of tho teSt aeriea at different accelera-
tion fi,ida. rigure 16 showe .imilar data for different
confining pr8....ur.8.
Strength Variation with Acceleration Fields
II Uniform acceleration.. unconfined compre••ion
teat_ were performed on I" diameter and 2" high ••phalrlc
concrete cylIndrical .ample.. For eaoh 'et of teata,
temperature (T), initial density (Yi) and rate of 8train
(i) were maintained con.rant and acceleration field •• ng.
were varied over a wide ranqe of valuee. rig. 17 'howe
the variation of unconfined compressive strength iqu)
with acceleration ratio, a, (oth.er par"""'t.era, e.g •• T.
Yi and t being conatant). Another aet of unoonfined com-
pr"asive atrength reaulta veraus acceleration, og, for
three temperatures (T • 80.6'F, lOO'F and lOS'F) are shown
aa data points in Fig. 18. Fig. 19 exh.ibits the effect
of confining preasures On the atrength VerSus acceleration
plot at a conStant temperature. In each caae .. losa in
strength. is recorded with increaain9 acceleration. How-
ever, after a certain critical value of acceleration is
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FIGURE 16 STRESS.STRAIN PLOTS FOR SANO-ASPHALT
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di~ur ..nd O.S" inur.... l di ......ur. , .. ilur...... brou.ght
by incr....inq the in.id. pr•••ura (Pil ka.ping out.id.
pra••ur. (Pol con.t.ant. The thra. principal aU.a_a at
failure "'r. calcul.ted by r.lation. A-). A-4 and A·S
(Appendix AI.
Tabla. ) and 4 _rh. t.he teat ra.ult. of holl""
cylind.r te.t. conducted at two diff.rant ..cc.lar.tion
lav.l.. 'ig•• 28 "nd 29 pra••nt the r ••ulting MOhr-
Coulomb f .. ilure anv.lope.. T••t dat.. for tri"xi.. l ..nd
hollo.. cylinder. are ..1.0 plotted in the.e figur •••
Appendix 8 explain. the ~thod of projaction of te.t data
ontO oct..hedr.. l plan••
,ig. )0 pre••nt... gr..phical .~ry of the v.lve.
of ob_rVed .be u.ngth par~tor•• "c" and " •• , .t
f ..ilur. for v i c«l.rat1on fiald.. Ala.o.bootn in
thia Uqv..r t.he 1' 1u (c and .1 obuiMd fr_ holl""
c:yli~r te.u. In 9 ""1, c and • par_Uta both d.-
cra._ wlth incr....iog .cc.laration••
Cohaaionla.. Soil
Exper>--nu "'1'. conducted to d.t.raiM the .ff.ct of
.ccal.r.tion. On th. chang. in void r.tio of coh••ionle••
• 011.. Change. in void r .. tio., due to ch..nge. in acceler.·
tion, "er. me••ured by placing the dry cohe.lonl••••oil
in a pl.xi9l••• cylinder (9.2 c.. long. ,.) ce. di...terl
and than , ..bjeeting it to .n .ceal.r.tion fi.ld in the
Tabh J•• Kollow Cylinder T••t Ke,,,ltl










, 0.70 3.50 0.10 0.35 -0.94
, 1.05 •• 34 1.05 o.n -0.a6
• 1.40 ',90 1.40 0." -0.14









TiOble "A. 11011_ CyliAd.r het R.-.eulu
". 10.'"" • .. • 2.59)·
ho< X:i".l
,. , ,
"> , o , . , ,~. 11:9/"" 1(9/<:11 1It../CIl 11[\1/'"
,
• 1.89 • -0.24 -1.15
, 0.' ].36 0.' 0.37 -0.92
, 1.05 4.06 1.05 0.67 -0.19
• 1.40 '.n 1.40 0.98 -0.68
TAble 4b. CCIlIlp&ri_ of ~hx1al ...c! Hollow
Cylinder St.ren\lt.h P.r..,.~r•.
lCind of 'rUt ,
•
Tr iaxial 0.15 k'il/""~ 21.S"
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n~entrifU9" T~ .ftact of confining pr•••~r. On the Yoid
rado, wit:> aecalaradOl'J. w.o. 4aurained by au.bj ..ct1IUJ
bet"". -.s durinll t.he t~ it "<10' aubjacted t.o ."calera·
tion fielda. Pi~. 31 'howl ~ ....uiring c~nll" in
the,. confining
k9/C..2 , anc! " 0,
....ultl indicau • d.cr•••• in
Teltl ",.ra pecfo..-.l. a"
• 0.0 kll/C.2 • 0 • 0.370,
All the thr•• ""I of t.,t
""<:810...t1= field.. In 'i9"''''' 32 i' ahown the .."la"ive
void ratio ta... per"ant} I' .. f~ction of Icc'laration.
Triaxial compte••ion t.ltl were perfor~d On 1.5 inch
di_ter ~d J inell higll dry ..nd cylindr led IlllIIpl••.
For ••ch t.lt the confining pra........ DC, w....intained
conltant And tiM iI"... l ...adon fielda, 0Il. _re vuied.
rig. )) ahow_ tiM variation of deviator .~••• at tailura
vith Icc.laratlon. a..vIta indicate .. 11igllt initial
1ncr.... in compr•••iva .~.nlltb wit:> Incr••'ing aeealer-
.~ion. Vol.... eMnge _ ••...,_~. d...,ing abe.ar ...re •
ca.plex problem in centrifuge .pp.aratu. therefore tbay
Coh..ive soil
diameter .nd 2 inch high ~.~ple. of eomp.cted eohe.ive aoil.
'l"ba .oil .... eo-pac~ed by at ..~ie eompac1;.ion _thad .t 21.2
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"fielda, Qq, ~e~e varied Ovor a wide range of valuea. rig.
34 exhibit. the typical strel.-.train c~ve. for the
s.mplea at two different acceleration fielda, ••9.,
"9 .. l.Og end "9 .. 7.09'_ In thh tiqure (34), it is
observed that the initial elope of the area ••-attain curves
and the failure strength tor .amples at 89 .. 7.09 ia l~er
than that for the .ample tested at "9 ~ 1.0'1' The reault-
ing unconfined cOmpte••ive atrength (qu) vers",. accelera-
tion field, <>9. are ahown as data points in riq. 35. In
each c ••e, at firet, a 10•• in strength ia recorded with
increased acceleration, with the atrength eventually
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"DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
The ~in objective of this reaeareh .... to determine
significant and necessary basic properti•• of ao~ common
materials used in hi .."".y.. In the section entitled
"Background and Siqnificance of Work" it w... noted that,
if accelerationa are ignored, the parameter c, ~ and y
..re sufficient to ct..ractari,. a _terial. H,,"ever, theory
indicated that thea. parameters were not sufficient for
material characteriration if accelerationl could nOt be
neglected. Any study to determine dgnificllnt and nece.-
••ry basic properties of _terials muat, therefore, include
ehe determination of the effect of .cceleratlOns on
material properties. This was the underlying purpose of
the present study.
Before interpreting the re.ulta of triaxial and plane
atrain teata, it ia deairable to correct the teat data
for the loada carried by rubber membrane and piaton fric-
tion (siahop and Henkel, 1964; Duncan and Seed, 1967,
Engineer Manu"l, 1970; "nd Gibba et al, 1960). The _gni-
tudea of the neceaaary correctiona for the loadB carried
by rubber membrane and piaton friction were calculated
and their valuo. were found to be vory ~ll compared to
"~he total Btrength of the .ample, therefore. they ~ere
""'illeeted.
When arre•• ia LmpOBed upon particulate ~tter the
atre •• level ia rarely largG enough to "auBe the complete
fracture of the Bclid .....erer. InBread, failure ia 1=&1-
ired, occurring between only some of the particles (Koerner
and Lord, 1972). A. the atre •• level incre••ea, approBch-
ing the aheering reaierance of the ....... , failure is prop.·
gated (between particlea) until mae. hilure occur...
When • particulate material ia teated in axial c~pre••ion,
the axial ettain i. found to be a function of ~.~in9 of
bond. and reorient<orion of particle. due to the energy
imp6rted by axial Brre'.. This waS demonatrated by pollock
(1968) end KOerner and Lord (1972) by uBing BccuBeic
emi••ion approach (Bee Appendix C).
Sand-Aaphalt Samplea
Stresa-Strain Relationahips
Fi'1. 15 showed a typical streaa-atrain plot for aand-
bitu"",n aamples teated et two different aecalerations. In
and lower e"rv., B, to "'1-1.7'1'
,
0.5 K'1/em , the upper curve (J>.l
yielded a strain of t _ 0.32 pereant; where.a lower curve
(8) yielded strains, c _ 0.9 percent. This would
Seem to imply that more bonda are broken and
more partiel.s are reoriented in a syate..
"A. Therefore, a~ the Game atatic atr••• level, it would
.PP83r that higher acceleration. (represented by curve Bl
cr.ate greater instability in the .and~••ph.lt ayatem than
explained by the higher energy tranamitted to tho system
by acceleration••
Therefore,
[1"1-"3)"9.1.7'1 1 < (("1-°])"9.1.0'1 1
or in genersl,
Thea. relationa indicate that secant and tangent modulus
for .""'ple. t.ated at higher acceleration fields (00; ..
1.1g) are , .... ller tllan the sample. tested at lower 8".:eler·
Figure 16 showed the effect of confining pre••urea on
resulta de~n.tr.ted that, for a given temperature and a
'Jiven acceleraUon field, the hngent mod"l". and the
deviator atr••• at tailure lncre.aed with incr•••ing con-
fining pre.sure. ThUS, the effect of confining preaaure
On failure atrength and tangent modulua ia aeen to be
oppoaite to that of acceleration. In other ..orda, a
aample aubjected to hlgher confining preaaure ..111 exhibit
greater strength. On the other ~nd, a aample aubjected
to higher acceleratiana will exhibit less strength than
the aanple teated at 19.
Strength V..rh.tian with Acceler .. tian Field
1) Uniform acceleration: Test results reveal that
for a given temperature level, the unconfined compresaive
atrength decreased aa acceleratiana increaaed (greater
than 19). Furthermorg, each seriea evidenced a distinct
"critical" acceleration which yielded a minin~ "strength"
(Figa. 17 and 18). Beyond the critical val"e strength
increaaed with acceleration event""lly approaching an
asymptote at about 9Q to 100 percent of the atstic "n-
confined strength.
The cause of atrength loss with increaaing accele-
ration (greater than 19) ia believed to be due to the
breaking of adhesive banda and the readjuatlllllnt of
particlea. Theae bonda wiU be broken becauae of
the higher energy tranamitted to the system by
acceleratlons greater than 19. Thh has b<len ex-
plained in the previaua section. After ths criti-
cal acceleration ia exceeded the hiqher energy due to
..ccelerations cause the bitwdno"s binder "round the s"nd
particlea to flow a"t of the "gqreq"te system. The
higher the accelerations, the "",re flow is ex....cted. In
effect, thia will red"ce the anount of bitumen coating




























"fields in this study, (greater than lql, greater strength
lo••"s were recorded (Fig,. 17 and 18). However, in con-
formity with Oppenlender and Goetz, a. the confining
pre••ures ere increaaed strength 10•••• were reduced with
increa.ing a"celerations, Figa. 19 end 20.
Ii) Periodic accelerations, Tast results given in
Fig_ 22 revealed that for a given temperature level, the
unconfined compre••ive strength decre••ed as tna magnitude
of ."celeratlona increased (greater then lq). The same
w•• true for different initial density end teat tempera-
tures (Figa. 22 end 23). In thea.. plota of periodic
a"celeration, no critical acceleration we. observed.
wherein there would be an increa.e in .treng-th. The reaSOR
for this behavior ta thet the periQdic nature of accelera-
tion. cauSe periodic fluctuation. in interparticle contact
area. Thi. would imply that there ",as no increase in
point to point contact a. ",as assvmed to have occurred in
samples .ubjected to uniform accelerationa (Figa. 11, 18.
and 19). Thendora no atrength increaae beyond a c"rtain
aoceleration ",aa ob.erved.
Fig. 36 demon.erat". that current atandard ta.ting
procedure' baaed on atatic loading. ar" on the "un.afe
aide". In thia figure the upper curve indicate. the v.ria-
tion in unconfined .tr"ngth. und"r .tatic conditiona for
the mix at the indicated temperature.. The lo"'er curve






































"89 • 2.59. The amount of difference beeween ataeic and
dynamic strength will depend upon the initial danaity 4nd
the tearing temperatures. Dynamic instability number
(0.1.), which is defined as the ratio of unconfined
strength at 19 to unconfined »trength at 09, csn be oon-
otdered •• • "easure to dete~ine the ausceptibility of a
mix to dynamic loads. As would be expected, rig_ 37
exhibit. that e mix of low initial density subjected to
high temperaturee ta more unstable under dynamic loads then
a mix of high initial density and at • lower temperature.
Reaults of confined compte ••ten teats at different
acceleration field. demon_trared a decre"•• in strength
... ithaccelerations(F19s. 24 and 25). How.ver, both C and ~
strength p.r...... ter. were found to d,,,;:reue very slightly
with increasing accelerationa, approaching &n &s~ptote
at .... 2.5, ri9' 30.
In a conventional triaxial cornpresaion test the inter-
modiate principal strers c 2 is assumed to be equal to the
mincr principal atreSS c 3 , Hcwever, in many field situa-
tions the intermediate principal stress may be very
diffarent from the minor principal strees (Harr, 1966),
The hclLow cylinder teating technique was used to determine
the effect of the intermediate principal straee, on the
etren9th parameter. Results of hollow cylinder teats,
conducted at two different acceleration fields, were
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"corre.pon~inq Mohr-Coulo=b yield surfaces, projected on
octahedral planes. The results reveal thor for borb
accelerations, ~q • 19 ana 09 • 2.59. hollow cylinder teat
results deviate bvt slightly from the yield surface pre-
dicted by the Hohr-coulomb theory. Although no such teet
results are available in literature for ••phalt samples,
toac. on .ands show that • values for hollow cylinder
tests may be about 2' to S' higher than ttiexisl values
l~irkp.trick, 1951, Whi~n end Luscher, 1962, end Wu
et aI, 19631. The same tendency, of higher. values for
hollow cylinder tests wa. also observed in the present
study tor ,"'ph.lt samplea (Fig. 30); this wa. found to be
true for acceleration fields of e • 1 and 0 • 2.5.
COh.aionle •• Soil
Test results reveal that for a g.ven cehesienle.s seil
the veid ratie decreaaed as accelerationa were increased.
fer a 'liven acceleratien the decrease in veid ratie was
greater fer hi9her cenfinin9 pressure, Fig. 31. The
increaaed subsidenca (er decr.aa. in veid ratiel with in-
creased accelerations may be attributed to the higher
ener9Y transmitted to the system at hi9her acceleration
fields (II>Ore than 1'11. However, each level ef cenfinement
exhibited a critical acceleration beyond which there was
ne further densHication ef seil. Similar reaults were
feund by ether investigators for vibratory accelerations





























accelerations. No marked chan<;le in density wae observed
beyond the critical ."celeration (Fl<;1. 31). This inve.ti-
qation alao confirmed Johnson', (eee Review of ~iter.ture
earlier) observAtions tll"t ahe .." atrenqth of colleslonla••
soil increa.es with acceleration level.
Cohesive Soil
Test results indicate that for a givon compaction
effort, tbe unoonfined compre.'ive atren9th decrea.ed a.
accelerationa were increased {Fig. l51. The atren<;lth of
• compacted cohesive soil, under atatic conditions (19),
ha. been found to follow the equation (Croney lOt aI, 1959;
~itchi.on, 1960; aishop et aI, 1960; and wu, 1967):
(lO)
The terms of this equation arQ explained in Appendi" E.
Aa accelerations incre"e, the pore pre••ures U, and Uw
will correspondin9ly increaae. The increase in pore
presa~re occ~rs because of the low permeability of clay.
In addition the short duration of streSS increment,
corresponding to the lncreased accelerations, will not
permit the pore fluid to dissipste. An increase of pore
pre.sure. with acceleration, will reduce the effective
stress On a failure plane, conaequently, a reduction of
strength with increased acceleration should be and was
observed (Fi9S. 34 and 35).
"The strength 10•• of cohesive soils with incre.sed
accelerations reveals the tact thet current standard test-
ing procedures, which ere based on static loadings, may bQ
on the "un.. f. dde". If the ratio of static unconfined
strength to dyn~ic unconfined strength (defined ••
dynamic instability nuDber. 0.1.) is plotted against
accelerations. it ia aeen that the soil becomes more and
more unsteble as accelerations ere increased. Fig. 39.
Responu of Bound and Unbowul perUculare Materials
Subjected to Acceleration Fields
When a particulate materiel is SUbjected to axial
suen, impo....d by accelerations, the energy due to "c-
oaleretion is utilized in bre.~ing of bonds (between
particl.'> and the reorientation of the particles. In e
particulare matter whose particles are bound by adhesive
and/or coheaive bonda, the streas level ia rarely large
enough to cause the complete fracture of the whole ~aa.
Instead, failure is localized, occurring between only ac_
of the particles. This w..s the re.. aOn that accelerations
did not produce ..ny notice..ble ch..nge 1n the donaity of
...phaltic mix a..mplea. The aame logic ..pp1iea to compact-
ed cohesive aoil aamplea. However,,, lo.a in strength with
1ncreaaing acceler .. tiona was recorded for these, due pri-
marily to the 10c..1ized f .. ilure between individual p..rti~























"SUMMARY AIIl) CONCWSIONS OF RES&O.RCN
The fOllowing conclusion. have been drawn fr~ the
ex~ri.ment'l data Obtained for aom.. ce-&Qn highway .... teri_
at. tuted in this inveHiqation.
1. A apeelel centrifuge t •• ting device ha. been de-
.iqned. con.tructed and c.libr.t~ for tnl. atudy. Thi. ap-
par. tUB model. dynamic field loading_ by subjecting a labor-
atory material apee;"'..n to different acceleration field ••
2. Triaxial compres.ion and hollow cylinder teata on
sheet-.sphalt sampl•• re"•• l that both strength and strength
parameters decr•••• a. accalerationa greater than 19 are in-
cr....ed. _e"flr, the d..cr...... in tn" par...."t.r. (c:. aj
are very amall. Inherant in this obeervation i. the likeli-
hood that strength obtained in th" current standard testing
procedures ~.ed on atatic Loadinge er. on the uneaf. eid.
for dynuie field loadinge.
3. A limited number of t.ete were run on dry cohee ion-
leu eoil. '!'hee. t.eu indicate that the void ratio d.-
crea.e. with incr.a.ing acc.leratione. There .r. indicatione
that, for. giv..n contininq preuur., induced acc.leratione
will incr.aea the ult~.t. r.eidual e..ttle~nte.
'!'he ehear etrenqth of the few t.eta on dry cohe.ionl.e.
eoil ehowe only. eliqht initial incr..... with acc.leration.
..
4. lInc:onfin"" cOlllpre.. lon telt. on • """'p•.,ted
c:ohedvi ..,U ind.i"ate • dec".... in nZlnqth •• • " ... lau·
,,1""1 are inc.,••...".
"RECOMMENDATiONS FOR FURTHER RESEAllCH
The following auggestions a~e offere~ for extenaions
of this study to improve the knowledge of b••io properties
of particulate materials.
1. In spite of the numbers of road teen ""d related
reaearch projects conducted to date, there dO nOt exist
any reliable measurementa of the magnitUde of accelera-
tiona experienced by highway pavements under actual
traffic 10ading8. Aa such information ia of paramount
importance to this reB.arch, it ia believed nece••ary that
• study should be undertaken in this direction.
2. An effort should be made to me.sure the pore water
pre"sure changes with ..teeleration in the ""il sample ••
This measurement is nece••ary to understand the b••ic
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APPENDICIS
Appendix A
Calculation of Stresses in Hollo~ Cylinder
The most general form of Mohr-Coulomb fsilure criterion
(Harr, 1966) atat.. that
~here II • tan (45 .. t/2) .
The relationship bet~een tangential (oe) and radial
(Or) 8tre88e8 at a point inside a hollo~ cylinder can be
written a_ (Harr, 19££),
If a te8t i8 conducted in which outaide ,ressure " l
o
inside preuure (Pi)' then equations (A-l) and (A-21 co,.-
bine to give
" . l • • •
Here 0, , o. , o•. This can then be integrated as follows,
'0 '", <0




[PO - ~_~] [:,]-;;; , ", . I_N2,
'0'
1_112
" . [. '''J [;,1 [:,] 7. ' "o - I_1l2 1_112
(1l-3)
(A-4)
Axial Stre.S can be obtained by •••umin9 uniform distribu-








~here '0 and '1 a,a outaide and inside radii and Po and Pi
~e outaide and inaide pres.ure•.
l\.ppendix B
Projection Onto Octahedral Plane
Fi9' a-l sho",. the MOhr-COulomb yield .urf"ce. If the
principal .tresses on a specimen at failure are ai. ai. and
0i. they may be projected onto the octahedral plane 01 +
02 + 03 • k "'here k is a constant. The projection is alon9
the strai9ht lin. 0lBB1, The equatiOn of line 018B1 will be
• • m (a-l)
(B-2)
(a' + a', ,
Then
• •
, - (o'+a'+a'), , ,
+ oj + l/I) (B-3)
Equation. (B-1)
.m' (B-3) ~, be cOJllbined to yield
01 • 'lI(2ai - °i - a j) + k(ai ."
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o • ,,'.0' .., 0i .. J•• and
'"
Aa tIM octahedral plana dafin•• to"," equation "1 ~ "2 ..
"l • It atJd point 0, {ol • "2 • OJ .. oJ. U •• on it.•
~r.for. " • k/l. Then
o O' -, k .. Jt
"
(B-8)
NOV if tbe octahedral {deviatorie) plana i. "IB2A)BIA2B2
""'" ._ ."....ri....nt.l point t, P on the ,,,,,,f.l;& who.. projec-
tion on thia plana i, PI' than tIM coordln.~. of thi_ point
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A Measure of Strength of particulate Material
Aeouati" emt••ion approach for the me••ure~nt of
stren9th ia a fairly new approach in particulate material
research. No expert_nr. were conducted durin9 tllis
res.areh to "",aaure the acouttic emi••ion. but the r.aults
of other investigaeors in this ar.a have been used to
explain the mechaniam of bond breakagB and reorientation of
particles during art••• application. Appendi" C cn acouatic
emi••ion haa, therefore, been included here for the ••ke of
completene ...
Acoustic emi•• ion ia the term applied to the "low-
level BOUndS" emitted by • material when it ia deformed
(Liptsi and Kartis, 1971). When the artes. ia imposed
upon particulate matter, the atr••• level ia rarely 18rge
enou9h so as to cause fractw:e thro"qh the solid IlIlItter,
but inatead fail"re Occurs between aome individual particles
(Koerner and Lord, 1972). At lower stress levela failure
occur' between individ"al particle. and .ubaudible .ounds
are emitted. Aa the .tre.a approaches the .hearin9
re.i.tance of the ..... , failure i. propa..ated between par-
ticle. until .maaa failure occw:s. So.... ti..... , near failure,





the breaking of _ahe.lve bonds, and/or
interparticle frIction which is occurinq
during particle reorientation and deqradation.
If a particulate material, such .a 80il, is tested in
axial co~pr•••ion, then the axial stre•• veraus acou8tic
emi ••ion counts plot will be .a .hewn in F19_ C-l (~erner
and Lord, 1972). What is labeled as acouatic counts is •
hUletion of ela.ti" ener9l' relea" (Pollock, 1968), whIch
in tern ill related to atrains (Koerner and Lord, 1972).
Therefore, breakinq of bonda and reorientation of particles
ia • function of axial atrain.
ThUS, the aue.a-atrain curve is an indicator of
breaking of bonds and reorientation of particle. due to
applied n.ren. Strength and volume changes co"ld then bo












Settlement of orr Sand D(lpoaiU
Due to Vertical Accelerationa
The aettlement Of a pocket or a deposit of •sand due
to vertical acceleration may be predicted by the formula
derived below. From Fig. 0-1,
••I+eo
•
whan 110 ia the initial height of the layer (deposit);
eo - e lg is the initial void ratio of the deposit,





•A dry send depoait, when aubjected to vertical accelerations
(due to air bhst, earthquake, etc.). may cilluae differential
aettlement of tile atructurea (buildin<ja or higllways) supported
on it. Seed and Silver (1~72) have reported so~ case Ilis-
tories where aettlement of dry or moiat 'ilInd due to eartll-
<juakes have oauaed the eettlement of ground aurfacea with
aocompanyin<j differential move~nts of structurea.
•T
FIGURE 0-1 NATURAL SAND DEPOSIT SU&IECTED TO
VERTICAL ACCELERATION.
(e1g-e..gllOO.






Effective Stresses in Three-phase Material
Plastic flow of a particulate material can be conceived
as taking place in planes which pass through the contact
points between the solid particl.s. /l.n idealized concept
of this phenomena may be considered with respect to a sliding
ph.ne (I"ig. £-1).
••--....~~~~~ So'. "',,""'i/- AA UQvid
"
I"ig. £-1 Idealized conception of a Three-pha.e
Particulate Material With Ilegard to
Plastic 1"10w
Across a given seotion AA the total force oA is composed
of the following (Croney, et.a1., 1958, Aitchison, 1960,
Bishop, et.al., 1960, wu, 1967).
(E-l)
where XA • the fraction of section that passes through liquid;
Ut • the pressure in liquid,
u1 • u,. for water
n.
(l-a-X}A • the frattion of section that p ••••a through
air
the fraction of the
occupied by contact
Us • the air pre.aure
'0a • A. &"o1;."-on
poinU.
that i,
Since the value of "s- haa been shown to be very small
(Terzaghl, 1939; WU, 1967), the equation may be simplified
u • the pore pre••ure
The ehear atrength (Tffl of the material ~ill be
expre ••ed by the relationship
'ft • C + (0 - ul tan 0
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